
 

 

DEAN & DELUCA Now Open at The Crystal on Ekamai-Ramindra  

Sixth Bangkok branch provides new dining destination & hip hangout for urbanites  

 

DEAN & DELUCA, New York’s iconic gourmet food and beverage brand continues expansion 

with sixth new branch in Bangkok on Ekamai-Ramindra,  catering to discerning consumers with fine food, 

beverages and prime quality ingredients from all over the world.  

  

DEAN & DELUCA The Crystal, Ekamai-Ramindra delivers a new “Dine and Wine 

Destination” concept with 80-seat capacity, created to attract families and young professionals 

living in the neighborhood. With finely selected ingredients and prime quality retail products 

sourced from all over the world as well as fine food and drinks, the café’s ambiance provides a 

new exceptional destination for culinary delights and memorable food experiences, perfectly 

matching the city urbanite looking for a new standard of casual dining with sophistication.  

And as the sun sets, the new branch is poised to become a new social venue with its curated 

wine menu featuring attractive prices. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 Open daily from 10.00am – 10.00 pm, the café serves classic American favorites, DEAN 

& DELUCA style.  Menu highlights include sizable dishes for sharing  such as Salmon 

Teriyaki, Sriracha Lime Spicy BBQ Ribs, Braised Lamb Shank & Gratin Potato, Herb Roasted 

Chicken, Thai Wagyu Meatloaf as well as a wide pasta selection and seasonal dishes using 

DEAN & DELUCA’s ingredients sourced from around the world. The open kitchen delights 

with a theater-like view, creating a uniquely memorable dining experience. Also known for 

having the best coffee in town, experienced baristas at DEAN & DELUCA freshly grind and 

brew every cup, treating coffee lovers with a variety of delicious rich coffee blends.  



 

  

 DEAN & DELUCA The Crystal Ekamai-Ramindra also offers an extensive wine list 

with more than 40 red, white and champagne labels, the widest wine selection of any DEAN & 

DELUCA branch in Bangkok.  Carefully selected wines from Europe, South America and the 

Southern Hemisphere are available by the bottle and by the glass as well as packaged for take-

home. Wine lovers also enjoy various wine promotions and programs in a pleasant setting 

transforming dinner time into a proper social hour.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 Retail offers a variety of cooking ingredients, kitchen utensils, DEAN & DELUCA 

products including macarons, chocolate, afternoon tea biscuits, sweets, tea, coffee and wines, 

allowing food enthusiasts to browse the wide selection of prime quality, exclusive products 

from around the world at accessible prices.  

            

 As the global owner of the brand, PACE Development is dedicated to ensuring that 

DEAN & DELUCA continues building on its reputation as the defining brand in luxury 

gourmet food retail around the world, and invites gastronomes to experience DEAN & 

DELUCA The Crystal Ekamai-Ramindra, now open. For more information, visit 

www.Facebook.com/DDBKK. 
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